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Figure 1: Anatomy of the arm. The humerus is the upper arm, the ulna and the radius form
the forearm, and the carpal bones are the wrist bones.

Abstract

The forearm allows humans to move and manipulate objects. It is susceptible to injuries
and degeneration over time. A wide range of forearm injuries require surgical treatment,
which is a complex procedure. If a surgical operation is not performed appropriately, it
can result in pain and significant loss of forearm functionality. Given the complexity of
forearm surgery, in order to ensure a successful procedure, pre-operative planning is vital.
Computational modeling of forearm rotation is a major approach of pre-operative planning.
Existing works on modeling forearm motion mostly focus on research uses and are not feasible
for routine clinical application. The overall goal of this research is to provide a solution to
this problem by constructing a subject-specific, straightforward and clinically useful forearm
model that facilitates routine pre-operative planning. This QE paper presents the findings of
initial research on modeling the motion of forearm bones in a manner that facilitates routine
clinical applications.

1 Introduction

The forearm allows humans to move and manipulate objects. It is susceptible to injuries and
degeneration over time, which limits its normal functionality. These injuries are often caused
by overuse, accidental impacts or old age. For a wide range of forearm injuries, surgery is
necessary to repair the damage.

Forearm surgery is a complex procedure. For example, the surgical treatment for Essex-
Lopresti lesion, which is a combination of elbow bone fracture, wrist joint disruption and
forearm soft tissue rupture, remains an open problem [1]. Currently, the surgery often
involves replacement and reconstruction of forearm bone and soft tissues [2, 3]. It requires
the surgeon to determine the optimal implant diameter for the replaced bone as well as the
location of the graft for the reconstructed soft tissues. If these repair parameters are not
accurately determined, the procedure may be ineffective, resulting in pain and significant
loss of forearm functionality. Given the complexity of forearm surgery, in order to ensure a
successful procedure, precise pre-operative planning is vital.

Computational modeling is a major approach of pre-operative planning. It has to model
forearm functionality accurately. To this end, the model must be able to describe 3D geome-
tries of forearm bones and soft tissues as well as their interactions during forearm motion.
Since the interactions are complex and subject-specific, modeling forearm functionality re-
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Figure 2: Anatomy of the elbow. (a) Anterior (frontal) view of elbow joint. (b) Separate
bones of elbow joint. (c) Posterior (rear) view of elbow joint.

mains difficult.
Existing works on modeling forearm motion can be categorized as abstract models, static

models, kinematic models and dynamic models. Abstract models describe joints as points
and bones as straight lines connecting the points. They are frequently used for computer
animation. Since they do not model 3D geometries and interactions of the bones and soft
tissues, they are omitted from this discussion. Static models [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] model forearm bones as a sequence of geometrical models at
discrete poses. Methods using static models use a subject’s computer tomography (CT) or
4D computer tomography (4DCT) scans to obtain a sequence of discrete 3D poses. Although
they are subject-specific, straightforward to develop and can model soft tissues, they cannot
model continuous bone motion.

Kinematic models [7, 11, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] model forearm bones as a continuous sequence
of geometrical models over a range of motion, in the absence of forces. Methods using kine-
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Figure 3: Anatomy of the wrist.

matic models construct a geometrical model from a CT or 3D rotational x-ray (3DRX) scan.
They then use motion data captured using various techniques such fluoroscopy, 4DCT, 4D
rotational x-ray (4DRX) or motion capture (mocap) to determine forearm bone poses during
motion. Dynamic models [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] model both bone motion and forces involved.
A basic dynamic model includes a muscle model and a musculoskeletal model that describe
joint forces. They apply forward dynamics and 3D model alignment to obtain 3D bone poses
during motion. Since kinematic and dynamic models involve complex computations such as
forward kinematics and forward dynamics, both models are too sophisticated for routine
clinical use. They are more appropriate for medical research.

The overall research objective is to develop a forearm model that describes the motion
and interactions of bones and soft tissues for routine clinical applications. As a start, this
QE paper focuses on developing a computational model that includes the forearm bones, the
wrist bones and part of the upper arm bone, and just a selected set of soft tissues. Using
only one CT scan, which is routinely captured for surgery patients, the model is expected
to be straightforward and useful for routine clinical applications.
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Figure 4: Main elbow ligaments [31]. (a) Lateral collateral ligament (LCL) complex. (b)
Medial collateral ligament (MCL) complex.

Figure 5: Main wrist ligaments [32].

2 Forearm Functional Anatomy

2.1 Anatomy of the Arm

The arm consists of three long bones, namely the humerus, radius and ulna, and several
small bones that make up the palm and the fingers (Fig. 1) [31]. The radius and the ulna
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Figure 6: Interosseous membrane (IOM) [4].
The proximal portion contains the dorsal
oblique accessory cord (DOAC) and the prox-
imal oblique cord (POC). The middle portion
houses both the accessory band (AB) and the
central band (CB). The distal portion contains
the distal oblique bundle (DOB).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Anatomical variation of the
IOM’s distal portion [33]. (a) Some
forearms do not have the DOB. (b, c,
d) For forearms that have the DOB,
the DOB can vary in shape.

form the forearm, and the humerus is the upper arm. The forearm is connected to the
humerus at the elbow joint and to the palm at the wrist joint. The elbow consists of three
joints (Fig. 2). The humeroulnar joint is a joint between the trochlea on the humerus and
the trochlear notch of the ulna. The humeroradial joint is a joint between the capitulum on
the humerus and the head of the radius. The proximal radioulnar joint (PRUJ) is made up
of the head of the radius and the radial notch of the ulna. The wrist consists of two joints
(Fig. 3). The radiocarpal joint is made up of the radius and the carpal bones of the wrist.
The ulna is not part of the wrist joint, although it moves together with the radius. The
distal radioulnar joint (DRUJ) is made up of the distal parts of the radius and the ulnar.
The humerus is joined to the shoulder at the shoulder joint, which is a ball-and-socket joint.

The forearm also consists of soft tissues such as cartilages and ligaments [37]. Cartilage
is a firm and flexible tissue at the articulating surface of a joint. It protects the joint from
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Figure 8: Various views of forearm rotation [34]. (a) Supination turns the palm up. (b)
Pronation turns the palm down.

contact stresses, wear and tear during motion. Ligaments are short bands of tough tissue
that hold the bones together and provide stability by restricting abnormal joint motion [38].
Ligaments at the elbow consist of the lateral collateral ligament (LCL) complex and the
medial collateral ligament (MCL) complex (Fig. 4). Both of them hold the ulna, radius and
humerus together and contribute to the elbow’s stability by prevent excessive motion [31].

Ligaments at the wrist cover both the palm and the back of the hand (Fig. 5). Some of
these ligaments connect the ulna and radius to the carpal bones, while others only link the
carpal bones. Together the ligaments help stabilize the wrist joint, because the interlocking of
bones is not sufficient to ensure joint stability [32]. Wrist ligaments are not very stretchable,
constraining the movement of the wrist.

The interosseous membrane (IOM) is a major collection of soft tissues that span the
forearm (Fig. 6). It is a complex and crucial structure responsible for forearm load sharing
and stability [39]. The IOM can be divided into three portions, namely the distal portion
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Figure 9: Two directions of forearm rotation [35, 36]. (a, c) Supination rotates the forearm
so the the palm faces up. (b, d) Pronation rotates the forearm so that the palm faces down.
The red line indicates the rotation axis. This figure shows the various poses of the right
forearm.

(near the wrist), the middle portion and the proximal portion (near the elbow). The distal
and proximal portions are made up of soft and flexible tissue, while the middle portion
consists of sturdy tissue [40]. The IOM’s distal portion contributes to DRUJ stability in the
forearm [41]. There is anatomical variation within the IOM (Fig. 7). The thickness of the
distal portion varies widely among subjects [33]. Moreover, not every forearm has the distal
oblique bundle (DOB) in the IOM.

2.2 Forearm Rotation

Forearm rotation is achieved by the rotation of the radius and the ulna relative to the
humerus at the humeroulnar and humeroradial joints. It consists of two cases (Fig. 8).
Pronation refers to the rotation of the forearm from palm up to neutral position to palm
down. Supination refers to the rotation of the forearm from palm down to neutral position
to palm up.

Forearm rotation is caused by the contraction of forearm muscles, namely pronator teres,
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Figure 10: Motion of the radius relative to the ulna [42]. The radius rotates over the surface
of the ulna. At the wrist joint, the ligaments PB and AB are equally stretched in neutral
position (N). PB is tightened during pronation (P), while AB is tightened during supination
(S). This figure shows the various poses of the left forearm.

pronator quadratus and supinator. Pronator teres has two heads, one attached to the
humerus and the other to the ulna (Fig. 9). Its contraction pulls the middle part of the
radius diagonally towards the opposite side of the humerus. Assisted by the contraction
of pronator quadratus and constrained by the elbow joint, it causes the radius to rotate
axially and cross over the ulna. Supinator arises from the supinator crest of the ulna and
the lateral epicondyle of the humerus (Fig. 9). It wraps around the upper part of the radius
and attaches to the radius along an oblique line. Its contraction, constrained by the elbow
joint, causes the radius to rotate axially.

During forearm rotation, the radius rotates about a rotation axis that passes through
two landmark points, namely the radial head center and the fovea of the ulnar head (Fig. 9c
and 9d). The fovea of the ulnar head also happens to be its center. As the rotation axis
is not parallel to the medial axis of the radius, the radius exhibits 3D rotation, including
axial rotation. Unlike the radius, the ulna only rotates slightly in the mediolateral (sideway)
direction and superior-inferior (up-down) direction about a single landmark point at the
humeroulnar joint [42]. It does not rotate axially because of the trochlear notch that extends
to the back of the humerus (Fig. 2b, 2c). Therefore, viewed along the direction of the forearm,
the distal radius rotates axially over the surface of the ulnar head (Fig. 10). The gap between
the distal radius and ulna surfaces is determined by the thickness of the cartilage between
them.

In the past, the forearm was believed to rotate about a fixed axis relative to the radius
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Figure 11: Shifting of rotation centers on the ulnar head [16]. (a) Rotation centers (yellow
dots) of 21 subjects with a circle showing uncertainty. (b) Shifting of rotation center during
forearm rotation.

and ulna [44]. Later works reveal that the axis actually changes slightly during forearm
rotation [8, 10, 13, 45, 46]. The points of intersection between the rotation axis and the
surfaces of the radius and ulnar are called the rotation centers. The rotation center at the
radial head remains virtually constant throughout forearm motion. In contrast, the rotation
center at the ulnar head shifts towards the centroid of the ulnar styloid process during
forearm rotation (Fig. 11) [16, 45]. Moreover, it varies across different subjects. There is
some debate on when the rotation axis is furthest from the centroid of the ulnar head. [45]
shows that the rotation axis is furthest from the centroid of the ulnar head when the forearm
rotates from 30◦ of supination to 30◦ of pronation. However, [16] reports that the rotation
axis is furthest from the centroid of the ulnar head when the forearm is at full pronation
(Fig. 11).

As discussed, the ulna moves in a semi-lunar path [17, 47]. The position of the ulna
during neutral position is considered to be 0◦. During pronation, the ulna shows an average
valgus shift (distal end pointing away from the torso midline) of 5.84◦. During supination,
the ulna shows an average varus shift (distal end pointing towards the torso midline) of
8.30◦. In [47], it is reported that the ulna rotates about itself by approximately 3.2◦ during
pronation and 0.5◦ during supination. However, in [48], it is reported that the ulna does not
rotate about itself during forearm rotation.

Forearm rotation angle is usually defined as rotation of the radius with respect to the
neutral (handshake) position of 0◦ (Fig. 8c), which is attained with the thumb pointing up
and the palm facing sideways [49]. The neutral forearm position is also known as 0◦ of
pronation and supination. The normal range of forearm rotation consists of 75◦ of pronation
and 85◦ of supination [31]. The total range of rotation can be up to 180◦ [50].

The wrist joint rotates with the hand and forearm during forearm rotation. With the
palm pressed firmly on a flat surface at supination or pronation, the forearm can rotate only
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Figure 12: Ulnar head translation. The centroid of the ulnar head translates relative to
centroid of the distal radius.

very slightly. In other words, during pronation and supination, the palm rotates with the
forearm. There is no significant relative rotation between the forearm and the palm.

With the forearm bent, the forearm can pronate and supinate beyond the normal range.
This is not caused by the forearm muscles, but rather the rotation of the humerus [51]. At
the extreme of normal forearm rotation, the elbow joint is locked. Once this happens, the
forearm simply follows the rotation of the humerus.

During forearm rotation, the ulnar head centroid moves relative to the distal radius
(Fig. 12) [45]. The ulnar head centroid is located at approximately 2.6 mm dorsal (towards
the palm) at maximum pronation. The ulnar head centroid moves a total of around 4
mm during forearm rotation. The ulnar head usually moves dorsal in pronation and volar
(towards the back of the palm) in supination [8, 45].

The radius also moves proximally or distally when the forearm rotates. In general, the
radius translates towards the elbow joint during pronation and shifts towards the wrist joint
during supination [10, 31]. However, for some subjects, it is possible that the radius migrates
almost exclusively towards the elbow during forearm rotation [52]. For the general case, the
radius’ average translation in either direction is reported to be 1.3 mm [53]. The relationship
between forearm rotation angle and radius translation remains uncertain. According to
[54], there is a large change in the position of the radius between mid-supination and mid-
pronation. This rotation arc accounts for 80% of total radius translation. However, in [53],
radius translation seems to follow a linear relationship, with the radius translating along
the ulna by 0.08 mm for every 10◦ of supination. Furthermore, radius translation during
forearm rotation is influenced by the presence of the DOB structure in the forearm’s IOM
[55]. Radius translation occurs more during forearm rotation when the IOM does not have
the DOB.

The radial head demonstrates slight motion during forearm rotation. According to [56],
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Figure 13: Ulnar variance [43]. (a) Ulna is closer to elbow joint. (b) Ulna and radius are on
the same level. (c) Ulna is closer to wrist joint.

Table 1: Average length of IOM ligaments (in mm) [4].

Position DOB AB CB DOAC POC
Pronation 25.9± 3.0 20.5± 2.8 30.8± 4.1 29.2± 4.7 30.6± 5.4
Neutral 26.0± 3.4 22.5± 3.0 31.4± 3.8 28.2± 4.6 26.5± 4.7

Supination 25.4± 3.1 22.6± 3.3 31.5± 4.1 24.5± 3.8 26.4± 4.2

the radial head center moves posteriorly in neutral and anteriorly in pronation. According to
[57], the radial head center moves posteriorly and medially during supination. It moves an-
teriorly and laterally during pronation. Overall, the radial head center mostly demonstrates
anteroposterior motion during forearm rotation.

Radius translation during forearm rotation can affect ulnar variance. Ulnar variance
refers to the difference in height between the joint surfaces of the distal radius and ulna
(Fig. 13) [58]. Neutral variance means both the ulnar and radial articulating surfaces are
at the same level. Positive variance means the ulna projects more towards the wrist, and
negative variance means the ulna projects more towards the elbow. Ulnar variance decreases
as the forearm is rotated from pronation to supination [59]. Mean normal ulnar variance
in neutral rotation is approximately 0.74 mm ± 1.46 mm [60]. Maximum ulnar variance
measured during gripping in pronation is approximately 1.52 mm ± 1.56 mm. Minimum
ulnar variance measured when forearm is relaxed in supination is approximately 0.19 mm ±
1.43 mm. In all cases for a healthy forearm, ulnar variance is small. Significantly positive or
negative ulnar variance can lead to forearm problems affecting normal rotation.

The IOM changes length during forearm rotation. The extent of such length change
remains a debate. According to [61, 62, 63, 64], the IOM’s proximal and distal portions
show dynamic changes during forearm rotation, while the IOM’s middle portion demonstrates
minimal changes. The IOM’s middle portion is stretched to its maximum at 22◦ of supination.
It remains taut during forearm rotation to provide stability between the radius and the ulna.
The proximal and distal portions stretch more to facilitate smooth rotation.

According to [65], the distal, middle, and proximal portions of the IOM demonstrate
similar length change. They stretch the most in neutral position and the least in full prona-
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Figure 14: Types of forearm model. (a) Abstract model. (b) Geometrical model. (c)
Geometrical model aligned to abstract model. (d) Abstract model with soft tissues (dotted
lines).

tion. Because they stretch the least in full pronation, they exhibit minimal tension in that
position.

However, as shown in [4], the IOM’s proximal portion shows more dynamic length changes
during forearm rotation than do its distal and middle portions (Table 1). Specifically, the AB,
CB and DOB ligaments show smaller length changes and serve as the forearm’s stabilizers,
while the DOAC and POC demonstrate more substantial length changes during forearm
rotation. While the exact role of the DOAC and POC remains unconfirmed, these two
structures are believed to help restrain excessive forearm pronation.

3 Existing Work

Modeling forearm motion involves creating a computational model to generate continuous
forearm motion. Existing work on modeling forearm rotation can be grouped into several
categories, namely, abstract models, static models, kinematic models and dynamic models.
Abstract models describe joints as points and bones as straight lines connecting the points
(Fig. 14a). They do not model 3D bone geometry, soft tissue and interactions between bones
and soft tissue. So, they are omitted in the following discussion. Nevertheless, they are used
as a fundamental component of kinematic and dynamic models. This section focuses on
static models, kinematic models and dynamic models, which model 3D bone geometry.

3.1 Static Models

Static models [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] consist of a sequence of
geometrical models (Fig. 14b) of 3D bones at discrete poses. Methods applying static models
first use imaging techniques such as computer tomography (CT) or 4D computer tomography
(4DCT) to scan the forearm at a sequence of discrete poses. Then, they segment the bone
regions in the scans and construct 3D bone models from the segmented regions.

Static models can also model soft tissue. For example, the methods in [4, 14, 15, 66]
model IOM thickness, stiffness, length change and other properties during forearm rotation
by simulating IOM structures as straight lines connecting defined attachment locations. The
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method in [9] models wrist ligaments during forearm rotation also as straight lines connecting
attachment locations. These works compute the 3D shortest paths between attachment
locations to model soft tissue length.

Static models have three main advantages. They are subject-specific because they are
constructed from a subject’s CT scans. They can also model soft tissues. They are straight-
forward to construct, since only two steps, namely segmentation and 3D surface recovery,
are needed to create a static model once a patient’s CT scans are available.

Static models have several drawbacks. They cannot model continuous bone motion. They
also require multiple CT scans at multiple discrete poses. The former can increase the risk
of radiation-induced cancer [67], whereas the latter is costly. Therefore, static models are
not feasible for routine clinical applications.

3.2 Kinematic Models

Kinematic models [7, 11, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] consist of a single abstract model at neutral
pose and joint motion data over the motion range, without considering forces. In addition,
they can include a geometrical model of the bones aligned to the abstract model (Fig. 14c).
In general, they describe the motion of a kinematic chain of more than one link connected
at multiple joints and end-effectors. Kinematic models consist of two stages, namely pa-
rameter estimation and motion generation. In the parameter estimation stage, forearm
motion data over a range of bone poses are captured using various techniques such as fluo-
roscopy [45, 68, 69, 70, 71], 4D computer tomography (4DCT) [18, 19], 4D rotational x-ray
(4DRX) [24, 72] and motion capture (mocap) [20, 21, 73, 74]. Then, depending on the tech-
nique used to capture motion data, appropriate procedures are applied to estimate model
parameter values from the acquired forearm motion data. The parameter values include
properties such as bone length, coordinate axes and joint angles as a function of time. In
the motion generation stage, forward kinematics is applied on the abstract model with joint
angles to compute abstract bone poses, i.e., the positions of joints and end-effectors, as a
function of time (Fig. 15). Then, a 3D bone model is fitted to the computed abstract bone
poses to obtain 3D bone poses over a range of motion.

Kinematic models vary in the way their parameters are estimated. Existing methods
for estimating the parameters of kinematic models can be categorized as either direct mea-
surement and inverse kinematics. Direct measurement involves measuring bone lengths at
neutral pose and joint angles at other poses relative to neutral pose. It can be accomplished
by 3D-model-to-3D-model registration, 3D-model-to-3D-image registration or 3D-model-to-
2D-image registration, depending on the motion data type.

The methods in [4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 75] perform 3D-model-to-3D-
model registration. First, they capture the forearm at various poses using either multiple
static CT scans or a time series of CT scans (4DCT). Then, they segment the scans to
obtain a 3D model of the forearm at each pose, which corresponds to a series of static
models. Next, they apply 3D-model-to-3D-model registration to register the 3D model at
neutral pose, called the reference model, to the 3D model at each other pose. This involves
changing the poses of the bones in the reference model to align to those in the other poses.
The amount of change gives the rotation and translation of the bones, which constitute the
motion parameters. Among these existing works, [7, 11] develop complete kinematic models;
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Figure 15: The motion generation stage of kinematic models. It takes joint angles as inputs
and generate bone poses.

the others only measure model parameters.
The methods in [24, 70] perform 3D-model-to-3D-image registration. First, they capture

a static CT or 3D rotational x-ray (3DRX) of the forearm at neutral pose and a 4D rotational
x-ray (4DRX) scan of the forearm during motion. A 3DRX scan involves a C-arm that rotates
in a semicircular arc around the forearm, taking multiple x-ray images of the forearm at one
particular pose. The x-ray images captured for each forearm pose are then converted to
a single 3D image, which is equivalent to a static CT scan, using an algorithm similar to
CT imaging [76]. A 4DRX scan is a time series of 3DRX scans, which involves repeating
the 3DRX scan every time the forearm moves to another pose [72]. Once both the static
scan and 4DRX scan are available, the methods in [24, 70] first construct a 3D model of the
forearm by segmenting the static CT or 3DRX scan at neutral pose. They then perform
3D-model-to-3D-image registration by aligning the 3D model with each 3D image of the
4DRX sequence. Like 3D-model-to-3D-model registration, this involves changing the poses
of the bones in the 3D model to align with those in the 3D images, thus recovering motion
parameters. Among these existing works, [24] develops a complete kinematic model; the
other works only measure model parameters.

The methods in [45, 68, 69, 71] perform 3D-model-to-2D-image registration. First, they
capture a static CT scan of the forearm at neutral pose and a fluoroscopic (x-ray) video
of the forearm over a range of bone poses. A fluoroscopic video is a sequence of 2D x-ray
images. Next, they segment the static CT scan to obtain a 3D model of the forearm at
neutral pose. After that, they iteratively change the poses of the bones in the 3D model
and obtain each pose’s digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs), which are simulations of
x-ray obtained by performing 3D-to-2D projection through the CT volume [77]. They apply
2D-image-to-2D-image registration by matching each DRR to a fluoroscopic video frame.
The amount of pose change that produces the best matching DRR gives the rotation and
translation of the bones, which constitute the motion parameters.

Instead of direct measurement, some methods [20, 21, 22, 23, 74] apply inverse kinematics
for parameter estimation. These methods use a motion capture (mocap) system involving
markers attached to a subject’s forearm. First, they capture a neutral pose of the forearm
by recording the positions of the markers. Next, they use the marker positions at neutral
pose to estimate the model parameters, which include abstract bone length and joint angles
at neutral pose. Then, they capture the marker positions during forearm motion to obtain
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mocap data. Finally, they apply inverse kinematics on the mocap data to obtain motion
parameters over a sequence of poses. Among these existing works, [20, 21, 22, 23] develop
complete kinematic models; the rest only measure model parameters.

Kinematic models can also model soft tissues as lines or curves connecting attachment
sites (Fig. 14d). As the model changes pose, the lengths of the soft tissues can be measured
using the methods in [4, 6, 14, 74].

Kinematic models are subject-specific because they contain a subject’s 3D bone model
extracted from CT or 3DRX. They can model forearm bone poses over a range of motion.
Moreover, they can model soft tissue during continuous motion.

Kinematic models are more complex than static models due to the application of addi-
tional procedures such as 3D-model-to-3D-model registration, 3D-model-to-image registra-
tion and inverse kinematics. Methods involving mocap systems are susceptible to marker
position errors because the markers and the bone do not move rigidly with respect to each
other as the skin deforms [78]. Methods involving mocap systems are not feasible for rou-
tine surgery planning as reflective markers need to be attached to the subject, which is a
tedious and time-consuming process. Methods using multiple static CT scans, 4DCT, 4DRX
and fluoroscopy expose the subject to excessive radiation. Therefore, kinematic models are
more suitable for medical research performed on cadaveric bones and not feasible for routine
surgery planning.

3.3 Dynamic Models

Dynamic models describe 3D bone poses and forces over a range of motion. Only one
method that uses a dynamic model for forearm rotation has been found [79]. The others
employ dynamic models to describe motion and forces for elbow flexion and extension [25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. In principle, they can be modified to model forearm rotation.

A basic dynamic model [79] consists of a muscle model, a musculoskeletal model and a
forward dynamic model (Fig. 16). The muscle model describes the muscles attached to the
bones. There are many muscle models in the literature. Among them, the Hill-type model
is the most widely used in biomechanical studies [80]. It relates muscle activation values to
muscle forces. Its parameters, such as muscle length, are measured in biomechanical studies
involving real muscle tissues [81].

The musculoskeletal model includes an abstract bone model. It computes joint moments
given muscle forces obtained from the Hill-type muscle model. Joint moment (also referred
to as joint torque) is a measure of the tendency of an exerted force to cause a joint to rotate
about a specific axis [82]. Joint moment is defined as the product of the muscle force and the
moment arm, which is the perpendicular distance between the line of action of the muscle
force and the axis of rotation. The line of action of a force is a straight line along which the
force acts.

Given the joint moments, the forward dynamic model applies forward dynamics to drive
the abstract model from one state to the next. At every state, the positions of the joints
and end-effectors are computed. Finally, a 3D bone model is aligned to the abstract bone
poses to produce 3D bone poses.

The computed joint moments can be compared with measured joint moments to refine
a basic model’s parameters. To this end, the method in [83] applies inverse dynamics on
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Figure 16: Basic dynamic model. It computes joint moments from muscle activation values
and uses the joint moments to compute bone poses.

Figure 17: Parameter estimation for dynamic model. Inverse dynamics is used to compute
joint moments from joint positions and measured forces.

mocap data and measured forces to obtain measured joint moments (Fig. 17). After that,
it compares the measured joint moments obtained from inverse dynamics with the joint
moments computed from the musculoskeletal model. It uses the error between the measured
and computed joint moments to refine the model parameters.

Similar to kinematic models, dynamic models also consist of two stages, namely param-
eter estimation and motion generation. During the parameter estimation stage, the
parameters of the Hill-type muscle model and musculoskeletal model are estimated empir-
ically. During the motion generation stage, muscle activation values are used to generate
bone poses through a sequence of models, as described in the previous paragraphs.

Existing dynamic models differ mainly in the way they generate joint moments. The
basic dynamic model requires the user to provide muscle activation values (Fig. 16), which
are difficult to estimate. To overcome this difficulty, the methods in [25, 26, 27, 28] use elec-
tromyography (EMG) to record the electrical activity of muscle tissue, using electrodes
attached to the skin or inserted into the muscle [84]. Next, they employ a muscle activation
model to convert EMG signals to muscle activation values that feed into a basic dynamic
model (Fig. 18).

Some EMG-driven methods [29, 85, 86, 87] employ neural networks to replace the
muscle activation model, Hill-type muscle model and the musculoskeletal model. They train
the neural networks to produce joint moments given EMG signals. Among these existing
works, [29] develops a complete dynamic model; the rest only estimate joint moments given
EMG signals.

EMG signals must be captured experimentally, which is inconvenient for practical appli-
cations. To resolve this difficulty, the Computed Muscle Control (CMC) model introduces a
dynamic controller to generate control signals that replace EMG signals (Fig. 19) [88]. The
method in [30] uses the CMC model to model elbow flexion and extension.
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Figure 18: EMG-driven dynamic model. It uses a muscle activation model to convert EMG
signals to muscle activation values that feed into a basic dynamic model.

Figure 19: CMC dynamic model. It uses a dynamic controller to generate control signals
that replace EMG signals in the EMG-driven model.

Dynamic models are not suitable for surgical planning. They require the moment arms
and lines of action that are challenging to measure in both cadavers and living patients [83].
They are able to compute muscle forces, and hence joint moments, but it is usually not
possible to verify whether the computations are correct. Moreover, they often involve high
computational costs and may also require cumbersome mocap and EMG systems, which are
not feasible for routine clinical practice.

Dynamic models can also model the interactions of soft tissues other than muscles and
tendons. The methods in [89, 90, 91] provide finite element models that incorporate soft
tissues such as cartilages, ligaments and IOM structures. These methods can compute results
such as muscle, ligament, and articular surface contact forces. They also model contact
pressure between forearm cartilages.

Dynamic models can be subject-specific, provided that both 3D bone geometry and
muscle model of the subject are available. Dynamic models can describe bone poses during
continuous motion as well as forces exerted by soft tissues such as muscles and tendons.

Dynamic models are more sophisticated than static and kinematic models. Unlike static
and kinematic models, they also describe forces. Methods adopting dynamic models often
use complex procedures such as inverse or forward dynamics along with EMG and mocap
systems. They may also use neural networks, which require data collection and training.
Given the extra complexity, they are not feasible for routine clinical application of surgery
planning.

3.4 Summary

Table 2 compares existing works for modeling forearm rotation. Major variants of kinematic
models differ in the way they estimate model parameters, but they apply the same motion
generation method. On the other hand, major variants of dynamic models differ in the way
they compute muscle activation values and joint moments. Consequently, their parameter
estimation methods can differ accordingly.
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Table 2: Comparison of existing models of forearm rotation.

Model Major variants
#
static
CT

Param
estima-
tion

Soft
tissue

Subject-
specific

Model
com-
plexity

Clinical
usage

Static nil > 1 nil Possible Yes Low No

Kinematic

Inverse kinematics 1
Motion
capture
data

Possible Yes High No

3D-model-3D-model ≥ 1 4DCT Possible Yes High No

3D-model-3D-image 1
4DRX,
3DRX

Possible Yes High No

2D-image-2D-image 1
X-ray
video

Possible Yes High No

Dynamic

Basic 1 various Yes Possible High No

EMG-driven 1
EMG +
various

Yes Possible High No

CMC 1 Various Yes Possible High No

Neural network 1
EMG +
Various

Yes Possible High No

Proposed nil 1 Minimum Possible Yes Low Yes

A static model uses multiple CT scans to construct the 3D bone models at various poses,
making it subject-specific. It can model soft tissues. It has low complexity because it
does not require parameter estimation. However, it is not suitable for clinical usage due to
excessive radiation exposure from multiple CT scans.

A kinematic model uses various imaging and registration techniques to obtain 3D bone
models over a range of motion. It is subject-specific because it uses a CT scan to obtain a 3D
model bone model at neutral pose. It can also model soft tissues. It is complex because it
requires parameter estimation, which varies depending on the variant. It is not suitable for
clinical usage due to high complexity and excessive radiation exposure from various imaging
techniques.

A dynamic model describes 3D bone poses and forces over a range of motion by using
a muscle model, a musculoskeletal model and a forward dynamic model. It can be subject-
specific, if a subject’s bone and muscle geometries are available. It models the interaction of
soft tissues to describe forces. It is sophisticated because it involves parameter estimation
and complex procedures such as inverse or forward dynamics. It is not suitable for clinical
usage due to its high complexity and potential need for EMG and mocap systems.

The proposed method uses a single CT scan to construct a functional model for forearm
rotation. The model is subject-specific and has the potential of modeling the effects of soft
tissues. As a first approximation, this QE paper omits soft tissues. Requiring minimal
parameter estimation, the proposed model is expected to be straightforward to develop and
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feasible for routine clinical usage.

4 Preliminary Work

The overall goal of this research is to develop a subject-specific forearm rotation model
for routine clinical applications. This involves two components: (1) building a subject-
specific forearm bone model and (2) estimation of forearm bone poses over a range of forearm
rotation.

4.1 Problem Formulation

Building a subject-specific forearm bone model involves segmenting a CT scan and con-
structing 3D forearm bone geometries at a particular pose. These steps are relatively simple
and are omitted in this section. Estimation of forearm bone poses during forearm rotation
is the most significant component. It can be defined as follows:

Given a geometrical model of the forearm at neutral pose, generate the poses
of the radius and ulna with respect to the humerus over the range of rotation
subject to wrist joint constraint, elbow joint constraint and IOM constraint.

The geometric model of the forearm consists of the radius, ulnar, hand bones and part of
the humerus. As discussed in Section 2, the forearm has a normal rotation range of about
160◦ on average, which consists of approximately 75◦ of pronation and 85◦ of supination. In
the absence of humeral rotation, the forearm cannot rotate beyond the normal range.

The wrist joint constraint requires that, as the forearm rotates, the hand bones rotate
along with the radius. Moreover, the distal radius rotates across the surface of the ulnar
head, to satisfy the DRUJ constraint. The DRUJ constraint requires the distal radius and
ulnar head to maintain an approximately constant gap determined by the thickness of the
cartilage between them. The flexing of hand bones up and down with respect to the wrist
is omitted in forearm rotation.

The elbow joint constraint requires that the radius rotate about a rotation center located
at the humeroradial joint (HRJ) (Fig. 20a) and the ulna rotates about a rotation center
located at the humeroulnar joint (HUJ) (Fig. 20b and 20c). Specifically, the radius’ rotation
center is at the radial head center, while the ulna’s rotation center is located in the space
above the trochlear notch. The gaps between the humerus and the radius and ulna are
approximately constant.

The IOM can also constrain the movement of the forearm. Different parts of the IOM
can stretch by different amounts [4]. The DOB, AB and CB demonstrate the least amount
of length change, limiting forearm motion. The DOAC and the POC are more flexible with
larger length changes.

The general problem of modeling forearm rotation is a challenging problem due to all the
constraints. It can be simplified into various versions, in increasing order of complexity:

1. Geometrical model with stationary ulna
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 20: Landmark points for radius and ulna motion. (a) Landmark point at the radial
head center functions as the rotation center of radius rotation. In this figure, the radius is
pulled forward to facilitate viewing of its landmark point. (b, c) Landmark point above the
ulna’s trochlear notch functions as the rotation center of ulna rotation.

This is the simplest version of the problem and is modeled entirely based on geometrical
considerations. In this version, the ulna is stationary and the radius rotates about a
fixed rotation axis, along with the hand bones. This version is not expected to produce
accurate forearm rotation. Nevertheless, many existing works adopt this model due to
its simplicity [4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19].

2. Quasi-physiological model with stationary ulna

This version models radius rotation by emulating the effects of the pronator and supina-
tor muscles. For simplicity, the ulna remains stationary in this model. Although there
are previous works that measure the effects of forearm rotation on soft tissue length
change [4, 6, 14, 15], thus far, no previous work that solves this version of the problem
has been found.

3. Geometrical model with moving ulna

This version generalizes Version 1 to include the semi-lunar motion of the ulna. In this
case, the rotation axis of the radius shifts along with ulna motion so that the radius
surface remains in contact with the ulnar surface. The method in [7] solves this version
of the problem with two static CT scans.

4. Physiological model with moving ulna

This version generalizes Version 2 to include the semi-lunar motion of the ulna by
modeling muscles, cartilage, ligaments and IOM structures and their real-time inter-
actions as actual causes of forearm rotation. Thus far, no previous work that solves
this version of the problem has been found.

This QE paper presents solutions for solving versions 1 to 2. Version 3 and 4 are more
elaborate and are left out of this QE paper. Each solution takes the 3D models of the hand
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Figure 21: Forearm bone models at initial pose. (a) Side view. (b) Frontal view with hand
bones. (c) Top-down view. (d) Frontal view with hand bones and humerus omitted to
visualize distal radius and ulna.

bones, radius, ulna and part of the humerus at a particular pose as inputs (Fig. 21). Due
to the limited resolution of the CT scan, not all bone surfaces are recovered, in particular,
the small surfaces at the finger joints. Therefore, it is not possible to use bone surface to
model forearm rotation. Solutions in this QE paper are implemented using Python and the
scientific 3D visualization library PyVista [92].

4.2 Geometrical Model with Stationary Ulna

4.2.1 Computational Method

The initial pose of the bone models obtained from a CT scan is not necessarily the neutral
pose (Fig. 21d). To indicate the range of forearm rotation, a pair of landmark points are
placed at distinctive points on the distal radius surface and distal ulna surface (Fig. 22). The
alignment of the blue points indicate the approximate full supination pose. The alignment
of the red points indicate the approximate full pronation pose.

The radius and hand bones are rotated as a single rigid object about a fixed rotation axis.
The rotation axis is defined by a straight line passing through the center of the radial head
and the ulnar head center. The radius and hand bones are rotated in increments of θ degrees
from the initial pose to full pronation (Fig. 22). Next, it is rotated from full pronation to
full supination (Fig. 22) and then back to an approximate neutral pose. Throughout the
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Figure 22: Relative poses of radius and ulna during forearm rotation with the ulna fixed. P:
full pronation pose. N: approximate neutral pose. S: full supination pose. This figure shows
the various poses of the right forearm.

rotation, the ulna and humerus remain stationary. The rotation of the radius and hand
bones is performed using PyVista’s rotate vector function, which implements Rodrigues’
rotation formula that rotates 3D points about a vector.

4.2.2 Results and Discussions

The radius and hand bones rotate about the rotation axis, while the ulna and humerus are
stationary in this version (Fig. 23). The bones rotate with no collision. At the wrist joint, the
radius rotates about the ulnar head center. At the elbow joint, the radius rotates about the
radial head center. These two rotation centers are stationary throughout forearm rotation
in this version.

The wrist joint constraint is only partially satisfied in this version. Although there is
no bone collision at the wrist joint, the gap of the distal radioulnar joint is not maintained,
especially during supination. This occurs because the ulna does not move along with the
radius and hand bones. The gap is smaller and more stable during pronation.

Similarly, the elbow joint constraint is only partially satisfied. In particular, the con-
straints on the humeroradial joint and humeroulnar joint are satisfied because the rotation
center of the radius is fixed and the ulna is stationary. But the gap of the proximal radioulnar
joint is not maintained.

The methods in [5, 19] adopt this version, while the methods in [4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14,
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Figure 23: Results of Version 1. (1) Full pronation. (2) Approximate neutral pose. (3) Full
supination. (a) Side view. (b) Top-down view. (c) Frontal view without humerus and hand
bones.

15, 16] adopt a modified version of this version by omitting both the humerus and the hand
bones. Although this version may be sufficient for the purposes of these previous works, it
is not accurate and feasible to be used for routine surgical planning. It is reproduced in this
paper for the purpose of comparison.

4.3 Quasi-physiological Model with Stationary Ulna

4.3.1 Computational Method

In this version, forearm rotation is generated by the approximation of muscle contraction to
drive the motion of the radius and hand bones. It is a quasi-physiological model because it
models the net effects of the muscles rather than the exact action of each muscle. Compared
to Version 1, it has the advantage of not requiring the radius rotation axis to be fixed
geometrically. In this version, the hand bones rotate with the radius, while the ulna and
humerus are stationary.

The major muscles involved in forearm rotation include the pronator teres (PT, Fig. 24
red vectors) that pronates the radius, and the supinator (S, Fig. 24 green vectors) muscle
that supinates the radius. Each muscle is modeled by a force vector tangential to the bone
surface, effected by the muscle at each of its attachment points. As an approximation of
radius motion, the tangential force vector is expected to pull each attachment point in the
mediolateral or superior-inferior position. The tangential force vector does not act in the
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Figure 24: Instantaneous force vectors tangential to bone surface at attachment points for
PT (red), DRUJ (blue) and S (green). The forearm is shown at initial position. The vectors
are drawn not to scale.

forearm’s axial direction, as the radius does not translate in that direction during forearm
rotation. Pronation force vectors are zero during supination, and supination force vectors
are zero during pronation. In addition, an additional force (Fig. 24, blue vectors) is used
to emulate the constraint imposed by the distal radioulnar joint (DRUJ), which maintains
a constant gap between distal radius and distal ulna.

In theory, the DRUJ can be emulated as a constraint on rigid rotation rather than as a
force vector. However, this approach leads to a constrained rotation problem that is harder
to solve. So, as a first approximation, DRUJ is included as a force vector, leading to an
unconstrained rotation problem that is easier to solve.

Let fi be the force vector associated with each attachment point. At each time step of
forearm rotation, the force vector moves an attachment point pi to its desired location qi

along the force direction by an amount equivalent to its magnitude:

qi = pi + fi. (1)

As the radius is a rigid bone, the muscle forces produce a rotation of the radius about its
rotation center c at the humeroradial joint:

qi = Rpi + c, (2)

where R denote the rotation matrix.
The rotation matrix R can be computed by adapting Arun’s algorithm for rigid trans-

formation as follows:

1. Step 1: Move the points so that the rotation center c coincides with the origin of the
world coordinate system:

ri = pi − c, r′i = qi − c. (3)
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2. Step 2: Compute the rotation matrix as follows. First, compute matrix M from the
sum of outer product:

M =
∑
i

r′ir
⊤
i . (4)

Next, perform singular value decomposition (SVD) on M:

M = UΣV⊤. (5)

Then, the rotation matrix R is given by

R = UV⊤. (6)

As U and V are both orthogonal matrices, the matrix R obtained by Eq. 6 is also an
orthogonal matrix, as required for a rotation matrix. Note that R denotes rotation
about the origin of the world coordinate system. Due to Step 1, R is effectively a
rotation about the rotation center c.

3. Step 3: Rotate all points pj on the radius and the hand bones about the fixed rotation
center c:

qj = Rpj + c. (7)

Now, the radius rotation algorithm can be summarized as follows:

Radius Rotation

1 Initialize forearm model at initial pose.

2 for each time step over the range of forearm rotation do

3 Obtain tangential force vectors fi for each i.

4 Compute target positions qi for each i (Eq. 1).

5 Compute rotation matrix using modified Arun’s algorithm.

6 Apply rotation on radius and hand bones (Eq. 7).

4.3.2 Experimental Procedure

Two implementations of this model were tested:

(a) Force vectors with equal magnitudes, without DRUJ force

This is the simplest method because there is no need to estimate the relative strength
of the forces. In particular, the PT vectors and S vectors have small equal magnitudes,
and the DRUJ vectors have zero magnitude.

(b) Force vectors with unequal magnitudes, with DRUJ force

In this case, the magnitudes of the force vectors are empirically set to produce radius
motion that is as close to the desired motion as possible. Obviously, this method is
neither ideal nor useful for subject-specific modeling. Nevertheless, it helps to illustrate
that appropriate muscle forces, along with the DRUJ constraint, can produce the
desired forearm motion. This model can potentially be generalized to Version 4, which
eliminates the empirical setting of force magnitudes.
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Figure 25: Results of Version 2(a). (1) Full pronation. (2) Approximate neutral pose. (3)
Full supination. (a) Side view. (b) Top-down view. (c) Frontal view without humerus and
hand bones.

4.3.3 Results and Discussions

For Version 2(a), the radius rotates about the ulna with bone collision detected (Fig. 25).
The hand rotates with the radius as a single rigid object. At the elbow joint, there is bone
collision. At the wrist joint, the gap between the radius and the ulna is not properly main-
tained, as the distal radius noticeably breaks away from the ulnar head during supination.
Since both the elbow joint and wrist joint constraints are not satisfied, this implementation
yields incorrect results.

The results for Version 2(a) show that there is too much superior-inferior (up-down)
motion and too little mediolateral (sideway) and axial motion. The desired motion of the
radius is not produced. Since the DRUJ constraint is not enforced, it is expected that the
net effects of muscles alone are not sufficient to yield the desired motion of the radius.

For Version 2(b), the radius rotates about the ulna, and the hand rotates with the radius
as a single rigid object. At the elbow joint, there is also a slight amount of bone collision.
At the wrist joint, there is a small amount of bone collision, and the gap between the radius
and the ulna is only partially maintained. Unlike in Version 1, the distal radius no longer
breaks away from the distal ulna, because the DRUJ constraint is now enforced.
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Figure 26: Results of Version 2(b). (1) Full pronation. (2) Neutral pose. (3) Full supination.
(a) Side view. (b) Top-down view. (c) Frontal view without humerus and hand bones.

The result of Version 2(b) is more reasonable than that of Version 2(a), as the desired
motion of the radius is more or less maintained. Nevertheless, in Version 2(b), the radius
still does not have enough axial rotation. In summary, Versions 1 and 2(b) provide simple
approximations that can be generalized to Versions 3 and 4. In particular, Version 4 is a
subject-specific physiological model that generates the most accurate forearm rotation.

5 Conclusions

This QE paper presents initial findings on computational modeling of forearm rotation.
Existing models of forearm rotation include static models, kinematic models and dynamic
models. They either require multiple CT scans or are too sophisticated and cumbersome for
routine clinical applications. The models in this QE paper are developed to address these
issues. Given a single CT scan of the forearm, the proposed models can generate 3D motion
for the radius, with the ulna remaining stationary.

Two versions of forearm rotation modeling are proposed. Version 1 is the simplest version
and is entirely based on geometrical considerations. In this version, the ulna is stationary,
and the radius rotates with the hand bones about a fixed rotation axis. Experimental results
show that this version does not produce accurate forearm rotation.

Version 2 is a quasi-physiological model of radius motion, implemented by emulating the
net effects of the pronator and supinator muscles. For simplicity, the ulna remains stationary.
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Two implementations of Version 2 are proposed, namely 2(a) and 2(b). Version 2(a) sets the
force vectors to have small equal magnitudes and the DRUJ vectors to have zero magnitude.
This version yields incorrect results.

Version 2(b) is implemented by empirically setting the force vectors to produce radius
motion that is as close to the desired motion as possible. This version is neither ideal nor
useful for subject-specific modeling. Nevertheless, it shows that the appropriate muscle
forces, along with the DRUJ constraint, can yield desired forearm motion. This version can
potentially be generalized to the physiological model of Version 4.

The plan for future work is to generalize the models to Version 3 and eventually Version
4 that incorporates ulna motion and constraints due to DRUJ, PRUJ, HRJ, HUJ, ligaments
and IOM. In addition, model validation will be performed in collaboration with surgeons at
Singapore General Hospital.
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